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Scope

- At administration/business level
  - NOT technical standards
- Country-independent
  - Basis for national guides
- No top-down prescribed content
  - What the teams believe will be useful
SHARE-PSI 2.0 Current State and Way Forward

- Large amount of great source material
- Small amount of captured best practice
- All groups in Timisoara will capture best practice material and post on wiki
- Phil will organize
- Project meetings in Krems and Berlin will review and discuss
- Consensus process will produce Best Practice Guide
Template

• Title
• Short description
• Why
• Intended Outcome
• Relationship to PSI Directive
• Possible Approach
• How to Test

• Evidence
• Tags
• Status
• Intended Audience
• Related Best Practices

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QfdpuQtyAnlI5XNz3EI8EKzeSBMYZHa rFd6_EG6s7o/viewform?c=0&w=1
Drafts on Wiki

- Cross Agency Strategy
- High Level Support
- Holistic Metrics
- User engagement and collaboration throughout the lifecycle
- Organisational-internal engagement

- Human Readability and Machine Processing
- Cost of Publication
- Stakeholders’ Interests and Rights
- Feedback to Improve Quality
- Optimization for Search Engines

http://www.w3.org/2013/share-psi/wiki/Best_Practices
Requirements from the Business Scenario

- Human Readability and Machine Processing
- Ease of Publication
- Interaction with Subjects and Subject Owners
- Rights and Concerns of Stakeholders
- Optimization for Search Engines
- Publication with Common Metadata
- Catalogs and Indexes

http://www.opengroup.org/openplatform3.0/docs/bs_open_public_sector_data/mgmt_summ.htm
Capturing Best Practice

Thank you!